EXHIBITION CHECKLIST
12. Joe Tantillo

Elephants and Trumpets
digital montage, giclee on
paper; Ed. 100
$750

20. Laura Gurton

Bits and Pieces Mandala
Grid #1
archival print with ink,
metallic paint, glitter on
paper
$2,200

13. Michael Hunt

#LITERARIES (DAKOTA
TERRITORY: A Cosmic
American Search for a
Former Clarity)
sign vinyl on dibond
$800

14.

#THENECESSARYCAT
(DAKOTA TERRITORY: A
Cosmic American Search
for a Former Clarity)
sign vinyl on dibond
$800

16.

17.

Michael Gayk
Bloom. Torque, 2011
dyed photopolymer
NFS
Dina Bursztyn
Dream Processor
antique case, stoneware,
mixed media, found
objects
$1,600

19. Laura Gurton

Bits and Pieces Mandala
Grid #2
archival print with ink,
metallic paint, glitter on
paper
$2,200

27.

Jose Gomez
Four Squares
pigment print on acid free
lemongrass paper
$750
Blue Room
pigment print on acid free
mango paper
$750

Exhibiting Artists:

29. Jose Gomez

21.

Joan Barker
Dina Bursztyn
Cynthia Linden Carlaw
Michael Gayk
Darcy Gerbarg
Jose Gomez
Daniel Goodwin
Laura Gurton
Michael Hunt
Joe Tantillo

Compression
pigment print on acid free
banana paper
$750

Laura Gurton

Michael Gayk
The Hug, 2011
laser sintered nylon,
watercolor pigment
NFS

22. Michael Gayk

Two Headed Pronation,
2011
nylon, watercolor, graphite,
conte crayon, cast silicone
NFS

23. Michael Gayk

Tensor Repro, 2011
nylon, watercolor, graphite,
conte crayon
NFS

18. Dina Bursztyn

Phone to Talk to Oneself
Updated
stoneware glazed, wire,
bead
$700

The Syracuse Pictures,
TB8530D1C1
3DVR abstract painting on
canvas
$10,000

28. Jose Gomez

Michael Hunt
#THEHAPPYDAYS (DAKOTA
TERRITORY: A Cosmic
American Search for a
Former Clarity)
sign vinyl on dibond
$800

15. Michael Hunt

26. Darcy Gerbarg

24.

Michael Gayk
Grapple, 2011
laser sintered nylon,
watercolor pigment
NFS

Jose Gomez

30. Darcy Gerbarg

The Syracuse Pictures,
NS456D2aC5
3DVR abstract painting on
canvas
$6,000

25. Michael Gayk

Gracilis’s Squeeze, 2011
cast laser sintered nylon,
watercolor pigment
NFS

31.

Dina Bursztyn
Ancient Wifi
glass dome, spool, seeds,
pods, feather
$400

Danny Goodwin, Invisible Duct Tape, 2016, pigment print
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(Continued on back)
aperture, and 3d modeling simulates objects in
false, infinite space. This all defies time, gravity,
and space, and authorship itself becomes
particularly slippery when both the maker and
the thing are provisional in their simulation.
This can be disorienting.

Michael Gayk, Bloom. Torque

It has been a pleasure to jury the WAAM FOCUS
exhibition Technology: Friend or Foe? since it
has allowed me to peer into some meaningful
potential: the process, material, and content
that defines the tenor of our technological
moment, as felt here, in this part of the Hudson
Valley. Of course, pigments and porcelain and
pixels are all profound technologies, we just
didn’t develop them all at the same time. For
artists, they could be human ages, like stone,
bronze, and iron. As all these technologies are
available to us, what is to be done?
Digital technology and our current fascination
with screens, pixels and data feels like a new
threshold, probably most importantly because
it depends on simulation. We increasingly
inhabit a world of simulated tools: our phones
simulate buttons, Photoshop simulates
brushes and canvas, cameras simulate

But it occurs to me that the work selected for
this exhibition—for all its varied perspectives
on a range of technologies—actually has as
its locus the human body. At times the body
is still the stylus that makes marks on digital
canvas or clicks to adjust, rotate, copy, scale or
dodge. At times it is the agent that manipulates
material plastic enough to preserve our poking
and prodding. At times it asks to be adorned
with forms worthy of interfacing directly with
skin. At times it is manifest as homage, where
bilateral symmetry serves as proxy for human
beauty and patterns serve as abstraction of
nature that help make us feel comfortable
embodied in it. At times the simulation tricks
this embodied experience, as we capture,
remake, and reconfigure in cycles. Certain
technologies facilitate this, while others
interfere. It is here that interesting friction is
encountered, and choices are made.
In the end, simply choosing materials and
methodologies—an act of discrimination—
demonstrates our judgement about what
way of working feels right, comfortable, or
appropriate. This discrimination reveals
varying levels of celebration and indictment
of technology, builds content in the work, and
reveals that our attention to both what we
make and how we make it certainly endures.
Bryan Czibesz

Images
(left to right from top):
Dina Bursztyn
Phone to Talk to Oneself
Updated
Cynthia Linden Carlaw
Catskill Storm
Darcy Gerbarg
The Syracuse Pictures,
TB8530D1C1

1.

Joan Barker
Panorama
original photographs combined with
photographs of original paintings,
archival ink print
$380

2.

Joan Barker
Office Space Night and Day
original photographs combined with
photographs of original paintings,
archival ink print
$380

3.

Joan Barker
Cave Dwelling
original photographs combined with
photographs of original paintings,
archival ink print
$380

4.

Cynthia Linden Carlaw
Catskill Storm
digital photograph
$300

5.

Cynthia Linden Carlaw
Wasteful
digital photograph
$300

6.

Cynthia Linden Carlaw
Cathedral of the Divine
digital photograph
$300

7.

Danny Goodwin
Suburban Anthropocene #5, 2013
pigment print
$4,000

8.

Danny Goodwin
Invisible Duct Tape, 2016
pigment print
$4,000

9.

Danny Goodwin
3-D Ruler Prototype, 2015
pigment print
$2,000

10.

Joe Tantillo
Eyelets
digital montage, giclee on paper;
Ed. 100
$525

11.

Joe Tantillo
Cable Tension
digital montage, giclee on paper;
Ed. 100
$850

Joan Barker
Office Space Night and Day
Michael Hunt
#THEHAPPYDAYS (DAKOTA
TERRITORY: A Cosmic
American Search for a
Former Clarity)
Joe Tantillo
Cable Tension

